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Make Financial Planning 
a Family Affair

Julie Ellenbecker-Lipsky, CFP® 
President and Wealth Advisor

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Karen & Julie.

Take a moment to imagine what the first family meeting 
will be like after your death. Will your spouse know 

where to find the important papers? Will your children 
know what your wishes are both financially and personally? 
Do you hear laughter and a journey down memory lane or 
do you witness arguing and fear?
Most of you already have a solid financial plan in place. 
Many of you have created your estate plan outlining how 
you want your assets to pass upon your death. Would your 
children or trustee know where to find that information? 
Would they know how to execute your wishes? Would they 
know how to articulate your wishes to beneficiaries and 
family members?
Now take a moment to imagine hosting that family 
meeting while you are alive and able to share your detailed 
financial plan as well as your goals, core values and a vision 
for how you want your financial affairs handled after you 
are gone. 
Think about each generation in your family and work 
with your advisor on ways to incorporate them into 
your financial plan. They will begin to develop their own 
financial values through this process as well. There is no 
right or wrong way to begin the conversation. 
I have listed a few ideas ... don’t be afraid to include your 
family in your financial plan.
•   As soon as your children or grandchildren turn 18 years 

old start talking about estate planning and work with 
your attorney to create Powers of Attorney for Healthcare 
and Finance with them. Talk about organ donation 
and managing their health care. This is a good time to 
share your thoughts on these topics as well. Talk about 
debt and how to use credit cards. Share with them how 
you manage cash flow and encourage them to start 
budgeting.

•   As soon as you think they are ready, talk with your 
children and grandchildren about their financial plan. 

When they have life 
milestones (new job, 
wedding, birth of a child, 
divorce or health care 
issue) be sure to offer 
support and advice. If 
you don’t feel confident 
answering financial questions, encourage them to seek 
time with a professional. At Ellenbecker Investment 
Group, our advisors are happy to work with your adult 
children on financial questions and will never charge for 
a phone call or appointment.

•   As soon as you are ready, bring your family into your 
financial planning meetings. It is never too early to make 
financial planning a family affair. Encourage them to learn 
your financial plan and goals. Take the time to outline 
how you want that first family meeting to go after you’re 
gone. We work with our clients, in advance of the family 
meeting, to determine your goals for the conversation.

•   Right now, I encourage you to give all your family 
members a copy of your wealth advisor’s business card. It 
is not always necessary to share copies of your estate and 
financial documents but providing contact information is 
a great first step. Also, let us add them to our newsletter 
mailing list. This is a great way to begin the conversation 
with loved ones. Our goal is to be an advocate for your 
family when they need to navigate through a difficult 
time without you. Call us with the addresses of your 
children, grandchildren and trustees and we will make 
sure they receive our newsletter. 

Taking the time to assist your family in all stages of financial 
planning will provide significant rewards down the road. 
Creating the softer side of your legacy might be one of the 
most cherished and appreciated final gifts you can leave 
your loved ones. n
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I am happy that summer has finally arrived after a long 
winter and spring that tested our patience. Summer 

coming to Wisconsin is one of those certainties that we 
can depend on which makes our waiting somewhat 
bearable.

This past January, I had the opportunity to travel 
with my granddaughter, Taelor, and a geographically 
diverse group of individuals to Kenya, Ethiopia and 
the Oma Valley. The trip was led by Chip Duncan who 
is a filmmaker, author, photographer and president 
of the Milwaukee based Duncan Group. His films and 
photographs ignited my curiosity and desire to learn 
more about Africa. The adventure ultimately turned into a 
life-altering experience for both myself and Taelor. 

Once arriving in Africa, I realized very quickly that I was 
not prepared for the people I met or the places I visited. 
Although, I am not sure how one could prepare for such 
a powerful immersion into a culture that is so different 
from what I have experienced. You can read about the 
places you are visiting and you can talk to other people 
who have gone, but until you are dropped into their 
lives, customs and living circumstances, you cannot fully 
understand what is unfolding before your eyes. Chip 
mentioned, on several occasions, that we would be going 
into areas that were off the beaten path and less touristy. 
That translated into roughing it! There was limited hot 
water and bathrooms. The food was unusual and there 
were no formal roads to speak of. 

I would like to invite you to stop in our Pewaukee office 
to see over 70 photographs that I have displayed in the 
hallway leading to the EIG Education Center. Every time 
I walk past them, I feel as though I am right back in the 

midst of this melting 
pot of diverse tribes and 
customs.

In the gallery you will see 
photographs from Kenya, 
Africa. We stayed at the 
Ewaso Cottages with the 
Mursi tribe, visited the 
Maasai Cultural Center and 
experienced the Elephant Hospital and Rehabilitation 
Center. We were fortunate to tour the Giraffe Center and 
participate in several sunrise and sunset safaris. We toured 
Ewaso's amazing primary school and its health center. 
From Nairobi we flew to Addis Ababa then to Mekele, 
Ethiopia to the Korem Plateau where it is estimated that 
over 1 million people died in the 1984-1985 famine. Next, 
we traveled to Lalibela to visit several Rock Churches 
which are on the UN Heritage site protection lists. Lalibela 
is a walking city with about 25,000 people, which almost 
doubled with Pilgrims who were there for the Epiphany.

Next, we travelled to the Oma Valley in southern Ethopia. 
There I visited several fascinating tribes where people 
live isolated and extremely harsh lives. They dress very 
colorfully and decorate themselves with beads, body 
and face painting, scarification and other tribal practices. 
I visited with the Mursi tribe, Suri tribe, Kwrgu Tribe, Ari 
tribe, Hamar tribe and the Kara tribe. I felt as though I 
had fallen into one of the National Geographic books I 
remember reading as a child. 

Ethiopia, Kenya and the Oma Valley

Karen J. Ellenbecker
Founder & Sr. Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group
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Please visit the Charles Allis Museum exhibit, "Inspiring 
Change", where Chip Duncan shares his most recent 
photographs of Ethiopia with Salim Amin as he chronicles 
his famous father, Mohamed Amin in the first showing 
ever of his father's coverage of the 1984 Ethiopian 
Famine. Mohamad Amin was a photographer and 
frontline cameraman most famous for his coverage of 
the 1984 Ethiopian famine which inspired a collective 
consciousness and served as the catalyst for the Live 

Aid concerts, Band Aid and USA for Africa.  The Inspiring 
Change exhibit is open through October. It is an 
opportunity to see and experience something that is hard 
to believe actually happened.

I look forward to sharing my photographs with you in our 
Pewaukee Gallery.  n
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Iso enjoy talking to people about what inspires them to 
pursue their creative side. When clients retire they likely 

have more time to reconnect to those activities they have 
previously enjoyed but have not done much of during 
their working years. These may include such things 
like writing, painting, quilting, photography, cooking 
or jewelry making. Creating something can be good 
for you in many ways. Studies have shown that artistic 
and creative endeavors can help people stay vital and 
connected as they age.

The traditional way to define creativity is “the use of the 
imagination or original ideas, especially in the production 
of artistic work”. For those who do not think of themselves 
as creative, you might relate more to this definition: “Mental 
characteristic that allows a person to think outside of the 
box, which results in innovative or different approaches to 
a particular task.” I relate more to this definition as I use this 
approach in my daily work as a financial planner. However, 
as I get older I continue to try new artistic activities and 
retry things I used to enjoy as a child.

My grandma truly was a creative inspiration for me. She 
encouraged me to use my imagination and helped us 
create music, plays, costumes, puppets, school projects 
and gifts for our parents. One of my favorite projects was 
on my parents’ kitchen counter for over 40 years. Made 
with elbow macaroni and shell noodles glued on an 
empty orange juice can and spray-painted gold, it was 
the “golden pencil cup”!

Here are some ideas to spark your creativity:
Combine your interests.
I have a neighbor who combines his passion for 
woodworking with his travels. He spends time each 
winter in Hawaii and brings back Koa wood, which is 
native to Hawaii. He then uses it to create furniture and 
decorative items. Each one is a beautiful piece of art! 

Make gifts for others. 
We are fortunate at EIG to each receive a special greeting 
card for our birthdays and work anniversaries. Each one is 
custom-made by our own talented, Pam Peterson. Some 
quilters I know have made enough gifts for friends and 
family and now share their talents with groups who make 
items to donate to the homeless, new babies or cancer 
patients.

Create because it makes 
you happy!
Sometimes it is easier to 
say you are no good at 
something than it is just to 
try it. According to Elizabeth 
Gilbert, author of "Big Magic 
– Creative Living Beyond Fear", no one really cares if you 
are good at something or not! You should create for your 
enjoyment and fulfillment.

Turn curiosity into creativity.
A fun way to try something new is to go to a studio for a 
one-time project. Our EIG team has painted together and 
recently made wooden signs at Board and Brush Creative 
Studio. For the painting project we all painted our version 
of the same sunflower and for the sign project we all 
chose our own design. It was so fun to see the results! 

Take a class.
Recently I signed up for a flower arranging class. If you 
are in the Pewaukee office in August it is likely you 
will see my newly-created flower arrangements. If I 
take them home my crazy cats will make them flower 
“rearrangements”!

Enjoy the creativity of others.
There are so many ways to appreciate creativity. Attend 
a concert, go to an art fair, the Parade of Homes, a nature 
hike or an art museum. For those in the Milwaukee area, 
you can tour the new outdoor exhibit of “Sculpture 
Milwaukee”. Over 20 artists will have works temporarily 
installed on Wisconsin Avenue. Next time you are in 
our Pewaukee office, take a few minutes to explore our 
gallery in the hallway leading to our Education Center. 
You will see an array of photos and artifacts, primarily 
from Karen’s travels to Africa.

Not feeling creative? Try these for inspiration:
•  Pinterest (but not too much)
•  Social Media, like Instagram
•  HGTV/Food Network; Cookbooks
•  Nature
•  Craft Stores

I encourage you to reconnect with your creativity. 
Energize or relax, try something new or rediscover your 
“golden pencil cup”.  Whatever it is, immerse yourself 
in something you enjoy, knowing it is good for you as 
well. Creativity is what you make it!  n

Informed Aging: 
Reconnect With Your Creativity.

Diane Byrne, CFP®, AIF®
Senior Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Certified finanCial Planner™

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns these certification marks in the U.S., which it awards 
to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements.
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Don't Outlive Your 
Life Insurance Policy

Arecent column in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 
featured the story of a 98 year old woman who was 

going to outlive her life insurance policy. She bought 
the policy about thirty years ago, paid the scheduled 
premiums and anticipated that at some point a death 
benefit payout would be made.   

She recently discovered that the policy was going to 
lapse without value.

What happened? Did she buy a bad policy? Was the 
insurance company trying to “stick it to her” as the 
article suggested?

I would say that neither of these are the problem. 
Rather, the policy suffered from misunderstanding and 
neglect.

When this woman bought her policy the premium was 
likely projected to be sufficient to maintain the policy 
to her age 100, but it wasn’t guaranteed. In addition, 
no one reviewed the policy over the last thirty years to 
make certain it was on track.

When buying a permanent life insurance policy you 
must understand the contractual “guarantees” as well 
as performance “projections”.   

Contractual “guarantees” are worst case scenarios and 
unlikely to happen.

Policy “projections” assume 
the policy charges and 
interest crediting rates will 
stay exactly the same as 
they are today. This is also 
unlikely.

A couple of important lessons can be learned from this 
unfortunate situation.

First, work with an insurance professional that takes the 
time to help you fully understand what you are buying. 
Is it the right product for you? Do you understand 
what is guaranteed and what is “possible” based upon 
projections?

Second, review your policies on a regular basis. Ask your 
financial advisor to help you get in-force illustrations to 
see where your policy is today and how it is guaranteed 
and projected in the future.

If needed, it is easier to make adjustments today rather 
than face the shock of outliving your policy later.

Let me know how I can help you make certain you 
don’t outlive your life insurance policy or address any 
other questions or concerns.  n

Diane Gastrow
Director of Insurance Planning
Ellenbecker Investment Group

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Diane Gastrow.

Tune in to WISN AM 1130 at 5:00pm CST every other Saturday or connect online at 
newstalk1130.com. Listen to our past shows on ellenbecker.com. 
Our previously featured organizations include:

•  National Christian Foundation
•  ERAs Senior Network
•  EIG Director of Tax Planning
•  Secure Futures
•  Mental Health Therapist
•  EIG Wealth Advisor
•  Life Navigators, Inc. 
•  Women & Girls Fund
•  The Women's Center
•  Wisconsin Upside Down

•  Katy's Kloset
•  St. Joseph's Medical Clinic
•  Healing Hearts
•  Good Friend, Inc.
•   Wisconsin Independent 

Learning College
•  Playworks, Inc.
•  Above The Clouds
•  Next Door Foundation
•  Author of “Always Angel”

•  Author of “Little Hands Helping”
•  Hope Network
•  Christ Child Society
•  Pewaukee Kiwanis
•  Positively Pewaukee
•  HAWS
•  Life Striders
•  Soles for Jesus
•  Living Hope International

Milwaukee's Philanthropic Community Past Guests

Ph
ilanthropic

Milwaukee’s

C

om m unity
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Discussing Mental Health
My recent Money Sense radio shows have focused 

on the effects mental health challenges have 
on families both emotionally and financially. A mental 
health diagnosis is very different than a physical health 
diagnosis. 

I often think of mental health illness as the “casserole-
less disease”. If you or a family member were diagnosed 
with cancer you would not have to cook for a year. 
There would be a coordinated effort by family, friends 
or your church to deliver meals to your front door. 
You just do not see this with a mental health disease. 
Interesting, isn’t it? The perception of this illness is 
changing as there is more education and awareness of 
the numbers.

In fact, this topic has recently been highlighted on the 
front page of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.

So let’s talk about it.

Organizing finances is stressful for many people. Add 
mental health illness into the picture and the stress 
multiplies. The financial picture is complicated due to 
medical bills coupled with a limited income. This makes 
money management challenging, but not impossible.  
Consider the following strategies:

•   Seek the help of a financial counsellor. Share your 
challenges with your financial advisor.  

•   Do not ignore your financial difficulties. Dealing 
with these difficulties sooner may make it more 
manageable.

•   Delay making large purchases until you have 
discussed them with a support person.

•   Apply for financial assistance, if available. 
•   If there is difficulty in paying utility bills, contact the 

utility provider and request ‘hardship’ assistance.
•   Consult your insurance provider to see who and what 

treatment is covered within your insurance plan. This 
phone call to your insurance provider may save you 
money and financial stress.  

I highlighted two different types of treatment on 
Money Sense: Trinergy Center for Integrative Psychiatry 
and the Center for Behavioral Medicine.  

Trinergy Center for Integrative Psychiatry uses a patient-
centered, collaborative care model that combines 
the science of modern functional medicine with the 
wisdom of ancient forms of medicine from around the 

world. Their mission is 
to find and address the 
root cause of a person’s 
problems/symptoms, 
address underlying 
physiological imbalances 
and work together to 
achieve overall mental 
health and balance.

Unlike the conventional psychiatry model, Integrative 
Psychiatry provides an innovative and complimentary 
approach to the traditional “medication model”. They 
consider the role of diet, nutrition, lifestyle, health of 
the gut, hormones, relationships and stress in creating 
health. Thus reducing the reliance on psychiatric 
medicines, and paving the way to reclaim health, 
harmony and vitality.

Center for Behavior Medicine utilizes Dialectical 
Behavior Therapy (DBT) as a treatment strategy.  DBT 
was developed by Dr. Marsha Linehan to treat complex, 
often refractory problems of chronic emotional 
dysregulation. This therapy balances validation with a 
focus on changing problem behavior.2

In DBT, families and individuals learn:  

•   Increase mindfulness/awareness
•   Learn skills for tolerating distress
     -  Keep themselves together, don’t make a 

challenging situation worse
     -  Work on genuinely accepting what is that cannot 

be changed
•   Manage emotional reactions
•   Develop effective communication skills

You can listen to the recordings of these two shows on 
ellenbecker.com under the “Radio Show” tab. 
I want to end this article with my favorite quote from 
Christopher Robin from Winnie the Pooh:

"Promise me you’ll remember you’re braver than you 
believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than 
you think."  n 
1(Source: https://trinergyhealth.com/) 
2(Source: http://www.cbm-dbt.com/welcome.html) 
Additional source: https://mhfa.com.au/sites/default/files/
MHFA-financial-difficulties-mental-health-professional.pdf

Jean Range, CFP®
Senior Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the Money Sense 
radio show with Dr. Aruna Tummala or Neal Moglowsky.
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Social Media: You Are What You Post!
With the perpetual evolution of cell phones, 

gaming devices and every other electronic 
item that connects to the internet, we have access to 
unprecedented amounts of data and information. Along 
with that comes an unprecedented need to know what 
you and your children are posting online and how that 
can hurt you and your family on many fronts.
To an extent, parents can purchase monitoring or filtering 
software to shield all of the devices in their home network 
from inappropriate, immoral and mature content but 
it should not stop there. What your children post or do 
online can have substantial financial and reputational 
impacts on you and your family.
It feels like there are new programs like Instagram and 
Snapchat being created and used by our children every 
day. It is virtually impossible to keep up so the best 
defense is to have a conversation about the implications 
of their actions. Children do not typically grasp the 
consequences of their online actions. They probably 
also do not realize that posting words or photos can 
lead to cyber bullying. Worse yet, inappropriate pictures 
of themselves or others can lead to a host of other 
problems. While they might think a posted photo can be 
deleted or it disappears, it is still out there forever!

Virtually all states have laws 
regarding your liability with 
respect to your children’s 
online activity. You can be 
held liable and brought 
into litigation if their activity 
harms another person 
physically or emotionally. 
This can lead to charges 
of negligent supervision, 
result in large legal expenses and could cause significant 
reputational harm to your family.
What can you do? Talk to your children. Ensure your 
privacy settings on all devices are appropriate.  Make sure 
photos are appropriate to post and never post vacation 
pictures real-time as it is an open invitation for someone 
to know you are not home. You can also invest in cyber 
insurance that covers you for cyber extortion, data 
restoration, crisis management and cyber bullying but it 
is almost impossible to reverse psychological and physical 
damage after the fact. Education is the key. Check with 
your child’s school for guidelines, educational events and 
other resources on speaking to your child about social 
media.  n

Brett Engelking
Director of Operations

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Charitable contributions are a wonderful, rewarding way 
for families and individuals to help others in need, enrich 

our communities and build strong support networks. With 
over 1.5 million charitable organizations* to choose from, it is 
easy to find dozens that align with your personal values. This 
can make it challenging and overwhelming for families and 
individuals to make annual contributions.
Donating large sums in a single tax year may have tax 
benefits for the donor but if you want to spread the 
donations across several organizations or perhaps make 
a multi-year commitment, a donor-advised fund can 
be useful. A simple way to think about a donor-advised 
fund is like a charitable savings account where a donor 
contributes to the fund as frequently as they would like 
and then recommends grants to their favorite charity 
when they want funds to be distributed. When you 
make an irrevocable contribution of personal assets, you 
immediately receive the maximum tax deduction that the 
IRS allows. Your contribution is placed into a donor-advised 
fund account where it can be invested and grow tax free.  
At any time, you can recommend grants from your account 
to qualified charities. Since families work together to name 
the account, choose the organizations and grant amounts, 

it’s a great way to involve 
kids in giving and create 
cross-generational bonds. 
Donor-advised funds 
must be set up at a 
‘sponsoring organization’ 
like Greater Milwaukee 
Foundation, National 
Christian Foundation or 
National Philanthropic 
Trust to name a few. Administrative fees averaging 1.0% 
cover grantmaking, recordkeeping, annual audits, tax 
filing, quarterly statements and other legal and fiscal 
responsibilities. Minimum contributions, investment 
options and grant processing vary so be sure to carefully 
choose the donor-advised fund that fits your family goals 
and situation. Contact your EIG Wealth Advisor to learn 
more about how this may it into your overall financial plan.  
“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by 
what we give.”  ~Winston Churchill  n
*Source: National Center for Charitable Statistics, 2016

Donor-Advised Funds

Heather Deaton 
Wealth Advisor Associate (to Julie)

Ellenbecker Investment Group
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Raising Generous Children
Family Wealth:

Financial Planning  
for College Graduates

With technology at our fingertips, raising children is 
harder than ever before. Like most parents, I worry 

about making sure my children have everything they 
need, but I also worry about what type of person they will 
become. How do we help pass on a legacy of kindness 
and generosity in a “me” focused society? Here are a few 
practical suggestions that can plant a foundation for a 
compassionate life.

Model generosity:  More than words, children will follow 
your actions. Make it a family practice to model the spirit 
of generosity. This can be as simple as holding a door or as 
involved as giving your time as a family at a local shelter or 
other community cause. 
Talk about generosity:  As you go through your day, 
pause to point out generous actions you observe all 
around you. After a while, your kids will start pointing 
these out too!
Help them learn healthy habits young:  Parents (myself 
included), are fast to use phrases like, “that costs too 
much money” or “we don’t have money for that”. Talking 
about money in this manner can cause kids to grow up 
thinking of finances as a stress instead of a blessing. In 
our family, we try to frame this conversation with “needs” 
and “wants”. Having this distinction will help them have a 
healthier relationship with money.  
Have fun together:  Find age appropriate volunteer 
opportunities that you can do together. Check with your 
local church or shelter for opportunities 

Here a few age-specific 
recommendations:

Preschoolers:  Get your 
preschoolers excited about 
giving. Have them pick out 
the wrapping paper and 
help you wrap a gift. They 
will feel proud and start to 
associate giving a gift with 
feeling good. A little bit goes a long way at this age, so 
find simple ways to point out acts of generosity that you 
see. It can be as small as sharing a cookie!
School Age:  This is a great age to highlight generosity. If 
your child earns an allowance, have them keep the funds 
in three jars labeled “save”, “spend” and “give”. This will 
help them to think of money in the context of these three 
purposes. Maybe sponsor a family in need around the 
holidays with children of a similar age. 
Teens:  Continue to encourage your teen to use the save/
spend/give model. If you support charities, now is a great 
time to have your child take a more active role in those 
endeavors. 
Most importantly, don’t force generosity:  We’ve 
all been there! Forcing anything with children tends 
to backfire. Instead, plant the seed by giving positive 
reinforcement when you see your child exhibit generosity 
and you will be amazed at what can blossom!  n

You’ve donned your cap and gown, walked across the 
stage and suddenly realize it is time to start “adulting”. 

Here are some things to consider as you move into this 
new phase.

Employee Benefits: 
You will likely be accepting a job offer at an employer 
that sponsors a retirement plan. Employers will often 
match employee contributions to encourage retention. 
As a young professional you should contribute at least 
the minimum required to receive the full match. It is also 
worth researching if your employer offers a ROTH 401(k) 
option. With this type of account you contribute after-tax 

Kristina Schnuckel, CFP®, AIF®
Wealth Advisor 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

Gabby Urquizo
Wealth Advisor Associate (to Diane) 

Ellenbecker Investment Group

dollars that won’t be taxed 
at the time of distribution, 
including any growth. 

Time Value of Money: 
It pays to start investing 
early, we call this the time 
value of money. By starting 
to invest now, you are 
giving your assets time to 
compound interest and 
grow. Time is an asset that 
allows younger investors to ride the ups and downs of 
the market and take on higher risk which is theoretically 
rewarded with higher market returns.

Budgeting: 
A good rule of thumb is to budget about 50% of income 
towards fixed expenses, 30% to discretionary and 20% 
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Preparing to Launch: Legal 
Considerations for Parents
High school graduation season brings a new 

round of children leaving our homes to start 
new challenges and new living arrangements. Our 
children are not only entering into a new phase 
of life but have also recently become adults (at 
least in a legal sense) and many of the tasks which 
we could once undertake for our children will no 
longer be possible without additional planning.

Legal Documents:
You should consider having your children sign 
a few legal documents which will provide you 
the ability to help your child if the need arose. 
These forms can be obtained on the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services website or from 
your physician. 

Power of Attorney for Health Care – Allows you 
to make health care decisions or receive medical 
information if your child is incapacitated.

Power of Attorney for Finance and Property – 
Allows you to make financial decisions for your 
child if the child is incapacitated.  

HIPPA – Allows you to obtain medical information 
for your child even if the child is not incapacitated.  
This is often a convenience document as it allows 
you to discuss medical treatments and obtain 
prescriptions for your child.  

Phil Remmers
Attorney

Cramer, Multhauf & Hammes, LLP
pjr@cmhlaw.com

(262) 542-4278

towards larger financial goals like saving, investing or 
debt reduction. A target savings goal could be to keep 
between 3-6 months of spending as an emergency fund.  

Debt Management: 
Use the debt-avalanche or debt-snowball method. In 
the debt-avalanche method, focus on paying off the 
largest debt with the highest interest rate first. Make the 
minimum payments on the rest of your accounts and 
put the additional cash flow towards the “avalanche”. 
In the debt-snowball method, you are trying to build 
momentum with small victories. The strategy would be 
to pay your smallest debt first by making extra payments 
and continue minimum payments on the rest of your 
debts. Once that first small debt is eliminated, take that 
cash flow and target the next smallest debt and so on. 

Building and Protecting Credit: 
The Fair Credit Reporting Act requires each major bureau 
to provide you with a free copy of your credit report 
once every 12 months. Dispute any errors with the credit 
reporting agency. Some tips to maximize your credit score 
include paying all your bills on time, keeping a low credit 
utilization percentage, meaning that you do not max 
out all of your available credit, and limiting “hard” credit 
inquiries like auto loan, credit card and apartment rental 
applications. 

We enjoyed meeting with the young professionals who 
joined us at our Investing 101 seminar this June. You are 
always welcome to come meet with one of our wealth 
advisors, no matter your age or asset level, to start your 
financial future on the right foot.  n

Residential Leases:
Joint and Several Liability with 
Roommates – Typically, if your 
child enters into a lease with 
roommates then each  person 
is jointly and severally liable for 
all liability related to the leased 
premises.  This includes not 
only the rent, but any damages 
or injuries incurred on the 
premises.  It is important to choose 
roommates wisely and understand that any liability they cause 
will likely become the responsibility of your child.  

Renter’s Insurance – This is a necessity.  It is low cost insurance 
and provides coverage for your child’s belongings.  More 
importantly, it will ensure for liability that may occur on the 
premises such as unintentional damage (fire, etc.) and injuries 
(slip and fall, etc.).  You especially need this insurance if you are 
guarantying your child’s lease.

Guaranty – If you choose to guaranty your child’s lease it is 
important that you understand that you may be guarantying 
not just your child’s rent but also the rent of all roommates 
and all damages and injuries which occur on the premises.  If 
possible, limit the guaranty to only your child’s portion of the 
rent, damages or injuries.

Phil continued on page 10
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A  topic that many of us know little about is our 
bladder health. This is a taboo area of conversation 

therefore many of us our left to assume what is normal. 
About 17% of women and 11% of men likely will 
experience incontinence issues during their lifetime.

Bladder Issues
It is not normal to leak urine. Leaking a drop of urine 
is considered incontinence. There are three types 
of incontinence: stress, urgency and mixed. Stress 
incontinence is leakage of urine when you cough, 
laugh, sneeze or create pressures that our pelvic floor 
and bladder cannot control. Urgency incontinence 
is a strong sensation to void followed by involuntary 
leakage of urine. Females deal with this problem but 
males also experience this with aging and prostate 
issues. A person experiencing problems can often 
highly benefit from bladder retraining which does not 
always require medication or surgery.

What is considered normal?
Urine should flow easily without discomfort in a steady 
stream until bladder is empty. No pushing or straining 
should be necessary. An urge is a signal that you feel 
as the bladder stretches to fill with urine. Urges are 
not commands to go to the toilet, merely reminders 
and may be controlled. For example, with urgency 
incontinence often WE create this problem with busy 
schedules. We ignore when our body is telling us to 
void which overstretches the bladder. The stretch 
receptors on the bladder sometimes then give us 
incorrect signals.

What are good bladder habits?
•   It is normal to pass urine 5 to 7 times during a 24-

hour period. As we get older, our bladder capacity 
can get smaller. It is normal for an older adult to pass 

urine up to 8 times a day 
and rise ONLY ONCE per 
night to void. 

•   Take your time when 
emptying your bladder. 
Don’t strain, push 
or rush to empty 
completely.

•   Ignoring the urge for 
more than 4-5 hours 
between daytime voids may be convenient but not 
healthy for your bladder (hello nurses, teachers, hard 
workers).

•   Avoid going to the toilet “just in case” or more often 
than every 2 hours. It is usually not necessary to go 
when you feel the first urge. 

Tips to Maintain Good Bladder Habits
•   Maintain a good fluid intake, about 4-8 glasses of 

fluid per day.
•   Limit caffeine and citrus foods. These foods can be 

associated with increased sensation of urgency.
•   Limit alcohol as it increases urine production and 

makes it difficult for the brain to coordinate bladder 
control.

Hope this helps in managing your bladder health. 
Happy urinating. n

Bladder Health

Krystle Howald, PT, DPT
Empower Movement  

Physical Therapy
khowald@emovpt.com

(262) 844-1547

Quarterly Health Tip:

Phil continued from page 7
Loan Guaranty:
Similar to a lease guaranty, when you guaranty your 
child’s loan you are responsible for all payments on that 
loan.  If your child does not pay for any reason including 
insolvency, irresponsibility, death or disability you will 
be responsible to pay.  This could quickly drain your life 
savings and effect your credit score. You may wish to 
obtain life or disability insurance on your child to mitigate 
those payment risks.  

A little planning during this launch period may save a lot 
of money and inconvenience later.  I hope you consider 
the recommendations above.  n

inspireAdvisors who

confidence™
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Special needs moms tend to be a secret society even 
amongst ourselves. It is not often that you are let 

into this wonderful world, but today I am going to lift 
the veil and let you know five things about this special 
group.

We are really Supermoms. 
As a mom, we have a lot of things we need to do every 
day. We figure out the household schedule, the weekly 
meal plan, how one child will get to soccer when the 
other child needs to be at football, schedule date night, 
clean the house and maybe even have a job outside 
the home. But special needs moms take it to a higher 
level. They make sure the medicine has been taken, the 
therapy has been completed, the doctor’s appointment 
has been schedule, that they look ok, feel ok and in 
some cases, just make sure the child lives another day. 
This is no small feat and should be celebrated more 
often.  

We figure things out. 
Typically when you have a child, there are books on 
how to get them to sleep, books on how to feed them 
properly, classes you can take on how to raise a well-
behaved child and teachers to help you along the way. 
When you have a special needs child, all those books 
are thrown out the window or burned in the fireplace. 
Each day, we are trying to figure out the best way 
to help our child. Each day, there is something new 
thrown at us and a lot of the time when we go to the 
doctor or therapist for help, they have no advice to 
give us other than to keep trying. We assess situations 
quickly, look for all the options and then put a plan in 
place with no guarantee it will work.

We don’t take care of ourselves. 
Because we have different responsibilities and every day 
is something new, we don’t take care of us. We have 
gotten so good at taking care of everyone else that we 
rarely stop for a moment to think about ourselves. And 
if we do ever take that moment, we feel guilty about it 
and get back to thinking of our children and family. 

We need our support circle. 
We can’t commit to activities 
because we never know 
what our day will bring, but 
please don’t stop asking! We 
need our friends for support 
and a release from the responsibilities we carry. We 
need to hear about how their children are doing and 
be able to brag about the steps our child is making. It 
helps us feel normal and not alone. Also, continue to 
ask us if there is anything you can help us with. Because 
we are so good at figuring things out and have become 
supermoms, we have forgotten how to ask for help. 
We need you to continue to reach out, even if we don’t 
accept the help. It is always appreciated.

We know how lucky we are. 
Because we truly know how precious life is and how 
difficult it can be, we appreciate the little things. We 
enjoy those moments of peace at home with the 
family. We cry when our five year old child speaks their 
first word. We cheer with all our might when our child 
participates in the Special Olympics and crosses that 
finish line. I’m the mom of a true super hero who fights 
everyday with a smile on her face – How awesome is 
that?  n

Five Things to Know about Moms 
with Special Needs Children

Anne Mank, CFP®, CPA
Wealth Advisor

Ellenbecker Investment Group

stands
Similarities,
EIG Ellenbecker Investment Group

In the Sea of

out™

Kids Fun Facts:
Nine out of every 10 living things live in the 
ocean.

Strawberries are the only fruits  
whose seeds grow on the outside.
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What is Tax Planning?
Tax season is a busy time for CPAs. That may seem 

like a tongue-in-cheek statement, but we have a lot 
to do in a pretty short window. Sometimes it is difficult 
to spend enough time with clients to discuss events 
or opportunities that could have a real impact on next 
year’s tax return. That is one of reasons I am so happy to 
be part of EIG. You already know that EIG takes a very 
holistic approach to your financial plan, but now we can 
actively design tax-efficient strategies during the year to 
help you minimize your tax liabilities. 

Tax planning and financial planning are closely linked 
because taxes are such a large lifetime expense. In fact, 
taxes will probably be your single biggest expense over 
the long haul. Planning to reduce taxes is a critically 
important piece of the overall wealth management 
process.  

Our personal tax services go beyond helping to file your 
income tax returns. Of course, we are here to ensure 
your income tax filing is done properly and with due 
care. Preparing and filing tax returns is a necessary evil 
(remember the old adage about the absolute certainty 
of death and taxes?). However, it’s during the tax 
planning process that we evaluate and consider your 
individual situation and develop a customized strategy 
to preserve your wealth and the value of your estate.

The primary goal of tax planning is to minimize income 
tax liability. This can be achieved by reducing taxable 

income through income 
deferral or shifting, as well 
as deduction planning. 
Investment tax planning 
involves evaluating how 
to best position assets 
to minimize the amount 
of taxes you will pay on 
an ongoing basis. Tax 
planning of all types requires year-round attention and 
an in-depth understanding of current tax law and the 
tax implications of various investment strategies.  

Although financial decisions are rarely made solely 
on their tax impact, calculating the tax effects can 
significantly impact your portfolio and long-term 
wealth. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 is the most 
sweeping reform since 1986. It will be a vital year to 
pay close attention to how the changes will affect your 
tax situation. 

Ask your advisor for a tax discussion as part of 
your regular meeting. I am available year-round 
to participate in tax planning meetings to identify 
opportunities to understand and control your tax 
consequences. I look forward to meeting with you. 
April 15th, 2019 will be here soon. Let’s plan for it this 
year.  n

Sandra Geisler, CPA
Director of Tax Planning

Ellenbecker Investment Group

We are excited to announce new videos on our website to help you get to  
know our wealth advisors a little better. 

"Get ready to laugh and be surprised by some of the personal stories we reveal about  
the advisors at Ellenbecker Investment Group! I am honored EIG brought me in to 
coach them through the storytelling process for their NEW "Meet The Team" videos.  
Now you can see and get to know them a little before you ever walk through the door. 
Trust me, it's worth the click."   -  Katrina

Learn more about Katrina Cravy, her book and her coaching services at katrinacravy.
com.

To view our videos, visit ellenbecker.com, click the “About” tab and then click  
“Our Team”. 

Katrina Cravy
Speaker and  

Communications Advisor 
katrina.cravy@katrinacravy.com

(262) 229-1555

New Videos

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Sandra Geisler.
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Growing older is a fact of life, but how we age is largely 
determined by how we live. Dr. Roger Landry, author 

of “Live Long, Die Short,” states that 70% of how we age 
is determined by our lifestyle; the choices we make every 
day. While we cannot control our gene pool, we can make 
decisions that alter the outcome of the quality of life we 
will lead. One of these decisions is staying connected and 
keeping an active lifestyle. As we grow older our social 
circles naturally shrink. This has a negative impact to us both 
physically and mentally. Loneliness can impact our cognition 
and increase risk of depression, high blood pressure and 
other stress related diseases. It is a fact that a risk facing us as 
we age is isolation. The benefits of senior communities are 
they provide life enriching activities when you want them 
and privacy when you prefer it.

At Capri Senior Communities we believe Where You Live 
Matters. As professionals, we assist seniors with making 
the transition from their current home to a new home. The 
transition is often transformative! New residents tell us time 
and time again, “I wish I would have done this sooner.”  

The American Seniors Housing Association (AHSA) created 
Where You Live Matters to educate consumers about senior 
living options. ASHA worked in conjunction with senior 

housing industry leaders 
and senior professionals 
to create a world class 
educational platform 
for both operators and 
consumers.  Content 
includes articles for 
seniors, adult children, 
caregivers and senior 
housing professionals 
in the format of video 
libraries, infographics, 
articles and blogs.  

Capri is proud to be a partner to share the content.  
We use the tools and encourage our families to do the 
same because we truly want the best living situation to fit 
someone’s budget, personal preference and level of need.  
To learn more about Where You Live Matters, visit  
www.whereyoulivematters.org or contact Capri at  
www.capricommunities.com.  n

Two brilliant computer scientists, Sergey Brin and 
Larry Page, founded Google. When they first set up 

Google’s hiring algorithm, they prioritized it to sort for those 
candidates who were the top computer scientists reigning 
from the top computer science universities. At the time, they 
believed running the best technology company required the 
best technologists.
It turns out, they now admit, they were DEAD. WRONG.
So why do I care about Silicon Valley hiring algorithms? 
Because out here in sunny, tech-obsessed California, 
girls’ leadership often equals STEM (Science. Technology. 
Engineering. Math). Many parents look to STEM as the singular 
solution to the gnarly and complex problem of getting their 
girls into leadership positions, and this view always seemed 
limiting to me. Brin and Page seem to agree now.
Google’s study, called Project Oxygen, analyzed all their 
hiring data since 1998. To their surprise, among the eight 
most important qualities of Google’s top employees, STEM 
skills came in ... last.

Instead, those succeeding in 
technology (or at least at Google) 
were those that succeeded in:
•  Being a good coach 
•   Communicating and  

listening well 
•   Possessing insights into others 

(including others different 
values and points of view) 

•   Having empathy toward and being supportive  
of one’s colleagues 

•   Being a good critical thinker and problem solver 
•   Being able to make connections across complex ideas
Yes, there are great benefits to helping girls see STEM is wide 
open to them if they embrace this field. However, we need 
to tackle the technology gap from many different angles, not 
just one.

To read the rest of this article please visit  
www.lauraclydesdale.com.  n

Where You Live Matters

Do Girls Need to Learn 
to Code to be Successful?

Cindy Robinson
Director of Sales & Marketing

Capri Senior Communities
crobinson@capricommunities.com

(262) 289-2738 

Laura Clydesdale
Blogger – “Lead Up”

Lauraclydesdale.com
laura@lauraclydesdale.com

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the 
Money Sense radio show with Jim Tarantino.
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The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta uses a dynamic 
forecasting model it developed called GDPNow to 

predict the next quarter’s GDP growth rate. The GDPNow 
estimate is calculated using the same data used by the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to calculate GDP growth. 
However, GDPNow is calculated real-time during the quarter 
and revised as new data is released, with the goal of superior 
accuracy over other, more traditional or static models. We 
track the GDPNow estimate because we view it as a good 
snapshot of the strength of current conditions.

The Atlanta Fed is 
presently forecasting 
second quarter 2018 GDP 
growth of 4.1%, compared 
to the 2.3% recorded in the 
first quarter and the 10-
year average GDP growth 
rate (through March 2018) 
of 2.1%. Notably, this 
estimate, released on May 
16, is above the Blue Chip 
consensus of 3.2%, which 
is compiled by surveying leading business economists. 

The second quarter’s initial GDPNow estimate on April 30 was 
4.1%. Over the past six weeks, less positive prints regarding 
Light Vehicle Sales (May 2) and Employment Situation (May 4) 
caused the estimate to drop to 3.9%, which is the low for the 
current period. Stronger, more recent reports regarding Retail 
Trade (May 15), Housing Starts and Industrial Production (May 
16) lifted the forecast back to 4.1%. Should this prediction 
become reality, it would mark a reacceleration of economic 
growth with the best quarterly GDP increase since the third 
quarter 2014. n

Market Update

The significant increase in stock market volatility that we 
have witnessed so far in 2018 reflects growing investor 

confusion over the direction of the economy. At the end of last 
year, on the heels of the Trump tax cut, experts expected to 
see the economic growth pickup. However, as the nearby chart 
shows, GDP growth peaked at 3.2% in the third quarter, 2017 
and has been trending lower ever since. While still positive, 
growth in the first quarter of 2.3% was only 80% of the growth 
in the prior quarter. Early reports indicate that taxpayers are 
seeing an increase in their take-home pay (due to lower tax 
rates), but rather than spending this increase, as was forecast, 
they are saving it. This makes some sense since credit card 
and margin debt are at record highs. But, in the short run, the 
economy can accelerate only if spending accelerates.

The tax benefits for corporations are even larger and first 
quarter profit reports reflected the benefits. Profit growth in 
the first quarter was about 24%. To give some perspective, 
the long-term annual profit growth rate is about 6.5%, so it 
is easy to see the boost from lower corporate tax rates. And, 
corporations are not like consumers. It takes a corporation 
much longer to spend its increased profits. For example, 
if a corporation wants to expand its facilities or built an 
additional plant, it can’t just do that in a month or two. It 

takes months and months of 
planning, there are permits and 
approvals and contractors to 
secure. Then it takes time to 
build large buildings or order and 
install large equipment. It might 
take years. From an investors 
perspective, this is one rather 
large thing we can look forward 
to, i.e., years of growing capital 
expenditures by corporations as 
they move through the months-
long, probably years-long, process of spending the increased 
profits from lower taxes.  n

Economic Update

Terry Pavlic
President,

Pavlic Investment Advisors, Inc. 
terry@pavlic.com

(262) 646-4300

Mary Brown, CFA
President & CIO

Campbell Newman  
Asset Management 

mbrown@campbellnewman.com 
(414) 908-6670

Visit moneysenseradio.com to listen to the Money Sense 
radio show with Mary Brown or Terry Pavlic.
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To register or learn more about our events, please visit: ellenbecker.com/events. 
To receive our weekly emails, please email: info@ellenbecker.com.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

July 2018

August 2018

September 2018

Better Than 
Ordinary
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Life & Long Term 
Care Insurance 
Seminar
1:00-3:00 p.m.

WI Widows 
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Armchair 
Travelers 
3:00-5:00 p.m.

WI Widows 
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Office 
Closed -  
Labor Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

EIG Charity  
Casual Dress 
Day

Calendar of Events

EIG HR Update 
Employee of the Month
Congratulations to these 
employees for going above and 
beyond and being chosen as 
EIG's Employee of the Month!
April - Amy Schaubel
May - Pam Peterson
June - Amy Schaubel

Employee Anniversaries
May 
Diane Byrne – 14 years
Lauren Alles – 4 years
Gabby Urquizo – 2 years
June 
Fran Hughes – 5 years
Brett Engelking – 3 years
Kristina Schnuckel – 5 years

Welcome to EIG
Karen Miller –  Client Relations 

Specialist
Renee Dethardt –  Operations 

Associate
Kate Janusz –  Operations 

Associate

Congratulations to:
-   Anne Mank, CFP®, CPA, 

Wealth Advisor for passing 
her CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 
PLANNER™ examination

-   Courtney Hull for her 
promotion to Wealth Advisor 
Associate on Julie Ellenbecker-
Lipsky’s team.

-   Lauren Janke for her 
promotion to Senior 
Operations Associate

-   Jean Range, CFP® for her 
promotion to Senior Wealth 
Advisor

-   Diane Byrne, CFP®, AIF® for her 
promotion to Senior Wealth 
Advisor

Charity Casual Day
We will be collecting donations 
for the following charities this 
quarter:
- July: Soles for Jesus
- August: Fondy Food Center
- September: MACC Fund

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

Informed Aging 
Series #1 – Diabetes, 
Dementia and Damn 
It I Can’t Hear You  
3:00-5:00 p.m.

WI Widows 
Connected
5:30-7:00 p.m.

EIG Volunteer 
Day
Soles for Jesus

Better Than 
Ordinary
5:30-7:00 p.m.

EIG Office Early 
Close (1pm) 
Independence 
Day

EIG Office 
Closed 
Independence 
Day

Armchair 
Travelers
3:00-5:00 p.m.

Better Than 
Ordinary
5:30-7:00 p.m.

Armchair 
Travelers
3:00-5:00 p.m.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT/SUN

Ellenbecker 
Investment GroupEIG

®
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Advisory services offered through Ellenbecker Investment Group (EIG), a Registered Investment Advisor.  
EIG does not provide tax or legal advice; please consult your tax or legal advisor regarding your particular situation. 

Diversification and asset allocation do not guarantee positive results.

Every Other Saturday at 5:00pm  |  WISN AM1130

Hosted by EIG's Director of Community Outreach, Jill 
Economou, this unique show explores ways for listeners 
to have an impact in our local community and the world.

Saturdays at 2:00pm  |  Sundays at noon  |  WISN AM1130

Karen Ellenbecker and the EIG Wealth Advisors share their unique 
financial perspective as they interview local and global economists, 

attorneys, tax professionals and other interesting guests.

N35 W23877 Highfield Court, Suite 200
Pewaukee, Wisconsin 53072 
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Listen to past shows at moneysenseradio.com and follow us online:


